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So you’re thinking of ditching that tangle of wires and connecting your soundbar to your TV with Bluetooth. You haven’t used Bluetooth before and don’t really understand how it works. But understanding Bluetooth technology isn’t that hard once you understand the basics. You can almost always connect a soundbar to your TV with Bluetooth, even if
one or both devices are not Bluetooth ready. Those instances of lacking Bluetooth capability are tricky, but with a little ingenuity (and a little money) you can get rid of those wires gathering dust behind your TV. Enabling Bluetooth can be a little complicated, but it doesn’t have to be a headache. We’re going to take you through the basics of Bluetooth
technology, how to prepare your devices for Bluetooth, and what to do if your device doesn’t have Bluetooth! If you’re interested in learning everything about the different connection methods for soundbars, then checkout this video: When Can You Connect a Soundbar to a TV via Bluetooth? Bluetooth is a wireless protocol that allows devices to
transmit audio using a process called “pairing.” To understand why any TV can be hooked up to any soundbar, we have to understand how Bluetooth works. Bluetooth connects a source device–in this case, your TV–to a receiver device–your soundbar. While Bluetooth is usually used to transmit and broadcast audio, it can be used for a variety of
transmission purposes. For instance, it can be used as an alternative to SMS to send and receive text messages. To use Bluetooth, your device must first be put in “discoverable mode.” This allows other Bluetooth enabled devices also in discoverable mode to receive the following information from your device: Your device’s nameYour device’s class
(This has to do with the range of your device. Most have a range of about 30 feet.)Your device’s list of servicesTechnical information about your device (Things such as model, device features, time zone, etc.) Unless you’re a tech genius, you’re not going to see any of this information. Instead, you will see a list of user-friendly device names. Some may
be descriptions of the device identifying the brand and the type of device. Others may simply be the model number. None will be the crazy 48-bit address that your device actually sees. With both devices discoverable, you need to use one of the devices to connect–usually the source for the audio. When the connection is established, your TV can
broadcast its audio to the soundbar. There are a number of ways that various soundbars and various televisions can be made discoverable. We’re going to review the process for the 5 best-selling TV and soundbar brands on Amazon to help you make those wires a thing of the past. How to Set up Your Soundbar to Receive via Bluetooth Usually, you
have to establish the connection between the TV and your soundbar with the TV. This means that the soundbar must be in discoverable mode first. Doing so is usually fairly intuitive, but it varies from device to device. Vizio soundbars come equipped with a special Bluetooth button on both the remote and the soundbar itself. Press and hold either of
these buttons for five seconds. While in discoverable mode, the LED indicator lights will flash in a pattern. When you connect your TV to the soundbar, the led lights will stop flashing. Bose soundbars vary from model to model – (which you’d know if you read our comparison guide between the 300 and 700) – but will either require you to press or
press and hold the Bluetooth button until the LED indicator light flashes blue. This shows that the soundbar is in discoverable mode. When you connect your TV to the soundbar, the light will glow white and may or may not fade to black depending on your model. Consult your manual for specifics. Yamaha soundbars have a Bluetooth key located on
the device’s remote. The Bluetooth indicator light on the device will flash. When you connect a device, the Bluetooth indicator device will glow. TaoTronics only has one soundbar for TVs. To put this device in discoverable mode, simply press the Bluetooth button on the remote. When the TV is connected, the Bluetooth indicator light will glow blue.
Sonos has one soundbar model called the PlayBar. Unfortunately, Sonos products don’t support Bluetooth. Not to fear, however. As previously mentioned, with the right tools, any device can be connected via Bluetooth. How to Set up Your TV to Transmit via Bluetooth Once you have your soundbar in discoverable mode, it’s up to your TV to find it.
Usually, this requires a bit of navigating through menus using your remote. This part is not as intuitive as enabling the soundbar, so here are the instructions for the top five best selling brands. TCL TV’s are not universally Bluetooth compatible. Of those that are, press the home button on the remote control, scroll, and select settings. Highlight the
Remote and Accessories menu option, and select Add Accessory. At this point, the TV will automatically search for Bluetooth devices. Select your soundbar from the list, and you’re good to go! Insignia TV’s do not support Bluetooth connection. That said, you can refer to the following section to figure out some workarounds. Samsung TV’s do not
universally support Bluetooth, though there are plenty of models that do. Of the ones that do, click the home button, select settings, sound, sound output, and then Bluetooth speaker list. Select your soundbar, and you’re ready to listen to your favorite movies and shows. Toshiba TV’s are a little complicated as their menus are not all the same. Press
the Menu button on your remote and select either Setup or System. Select Sound and then select Audio Link. There may be other menu options than these. Consult your manual for specific instructions. Element TV’s don’t all come Bluetooth enabled. Of the ones that do, press the Home button and select Settings and then Controllers & Bluetooth
devices. Just find your soundbar, and listen to that quality sound. What If Your TV Doesn’t Have Bluetooth Compatibility? Just because your device doesn’t have Bluetooth functionality doesn’t mean you can’t use a Bluetooth connection! There are a number of adaptors that allow you to connect an audio signal source or receiver to a Bluetooth signal,
something you probably would already know if you’ve read our guide on connecting receivers via Bluetooth. The TaoTronics Bluetooth 5.0 Transmitter and Receiver (on Amazon) is a great device to use with a TV or even a soundbar, that is not natively Bluetooth compatible. Connect this device to your TV via an AUX cable. Set this device’s mode to
“TX” for “Transmit”, then connect it to the soundbar. If your TV doesn’t have an Aux output, it may have an RCA output. You can then use an RCA to Aux cable (on Amazon) to achieve the same result. If the TV only has a digital optical out, but not an AUX out or RCA out, then you can use the TaoTronics Bluetooth 5.0 Transmitter and Receiver, Digital
Optical TOSLINK and 3.5mm Wireless Audio Adapter (on Amazon). Connect this device to your TV via the Digital Optical out port and set it to “TX”. There are many 2-in-1 Bluetooth/audio adaptors that allow transmission in either direction (as input or output). However, there are many that only go one way. If you do choose to get a one-way Bluetooth
transmitter, you must be sure that you’re getting the right one. If your TV is not Bluetooth compatible, you can hook up a 3.5mm to Bluetooth transmitter to your audio out jack of your TV. Make sure your TV is set to emit sound through the audio jack rather than the TV’s built-in speakers. If the transmitter hangs off the back of the TV because it has a
cable, you can adhere the transmitter to a smooth spot on the back of your TV with a mark-free adhesive such as a 3M Command strip (on Amazon). You can do something similar for a Bluetoothless soundbar. Simply get a Bluetooth to 3.5mm receiver and hook it up to the soundbar’s audio jack. If you decided on the TaoTronics Bluetooth 5.0
Transmitter and Receiver (on Amazon), simply set the switch to “RX” for “receive”. Again, if the device hangs, simply get an adhesive and stick it on a blank spot on the soundbar. And that’s it! That’s all you need to know about hooking up your soundbar to your TV. You just have to make your soundbar discoverable and find the soundbar with your TV
in its Bluetooth device menu. If one of your devices doesn’t support Bluetooth, you can get an adaptor to convert between Bluetooth and audio signals. Now you can finally get rid of those pesky wires. To learn more about the compatibility between soundbars and televisions, check out our article discussing if soundbars and TVs need to be the same
brand for an ideal home entertainment setup. When I began looking for an under $50 Bluetooth speaker to move around my house and use with 3 different devices, I had no idea I would end up having to so thoroughly investigate these. This is the 4th one I have tried, the first two were quickly returned for a variety of issues, the most annoying being
the very loud 'power-on' and 'connect' tones and voice announcement. And my 3rd on its way back as well. Of the four, the Taotronics is the least expensive, not most powerful (2 X 3 watt) and is the smallest.Why is this one the winner for me?Pros:* As with all Taotronics products, their design engineering is only second to Apple, if even. In any case,
distinct and inspired Simple, clean, no non-sense, no gimmicks, well-thought-out ergonomics.* Unlike the 2 X 5 watt unit I am just now returning (a competitor to Taotronics) the Taotronics has a surprisingly clean and well-balanced sound. Each manufacturer has to make decisions (none have tone controls) on how to balance the frequency range, how
to emphasize low, mid and high tones. Bose for example, with their famous $200 similarly sized product, has this big sound that is just grating for me, some trick of boosting the mid-range for a bigger sound maybe. The Taotronics obviously cannot match pricier units in either volume or bass reproduction, but at its size and price is unmatched for my
ears.* Controls: unlike most models, this one can be easily worked with eyes closed or in the dark: simple and functional, with the two ports (micro usb power and aux plug) in the back, out of the way, along with (above them) a power switch. Above that is the single light that with changing color and blink pattern communicates power on, pairing
mode, and battery status. By placing it in the back you only see it when you want/need to. In the front are only the speakers, while on top are three buttons, triangular dual function plus and minus with a round multi-function button in the middle, separating them. The dual function are (1) volume with quick clicks or (2) track-change when held
longer.* Pairing: The greatest concern of these Bluetooth devices is that they reliably and easily pair with the device they are amplifying.Congratulations Taotronics, your speakers are remembered by devices once connected to, and, depending upon how they were last disconnected from the device, can pair again automatically. Pairing is quick.*
Signal: Two concerns with a signal/connection are it reliability and distance. This one goes the distance. I didn't measure, but was able to go all around my 1200 square foot home with only occasional cut-outs when negotiating 2 walls between the source and speakers. Once in a location where it has a signal it never falters, no crackling or static, a
solid reliable performer.* Status tones: This may be the single greatest hidden (not advertised) feature of these speakers: when they power up and pair there is no loud voice announcing it and the tones are not at full volume like the other three units I tried. The tones are much less intrusive, thank you Taotronics.Cons:* Messing with the multifunction button, which should only be necessary for using with your phone, has caused some problem when listening to music. It will disconnect when held down and when you reconnect the sound quality is off. This was remedied (when paired to my Macbook) by holding it down again. However with my Chromebook I've yet to resolve this (keep in
mind the Chromebook's Bluetooth itself is inferior). Best not to use the button when not needed, and if you want to disconnect from the speaker rather than transmitting device, you can just switch it off!* This speaker is not for use at a pool party, well, actually maybe so, but once you hear a 2 X 5 watt unit you'll realize that's what you want.* This
speaker has no greater bass than others in it's size and power group, but does have the best sound for my ears. Likewise the high end is not as high as my Macbook, but the overall sound is superior enough that I will normally use it with the Macbook for listening to music.At the price-point, size and convenience, none of the 'cons' above made me
consider for a moment returning this unit. It is the first brand that is free of defects, the easiest controls, best overall sound. Unless you need bigger sound and don't mind paying more for it, this unit rocks!
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